**The US debt deal**

President Barack Obama has reached a deal to increase the US debt ceiling, just before Congress voted in favour of a bill to raise the country’s borrowing limit.

The bill cleared its final hurdle in the US Congress after negotiations went down to the wire over the weekend. The Republicans and a small group of Democrats opposed to raising the debt ceiling are not expected to vote in favour of the bill. The deal is expected to avert a US government shutdown.

The deal was struck following a marathon of negotiations between Obama and Republican leaders, who had threatened to block the bill with a ‘nuclear option’ move.

The bill, known as the ‘Crisis of the Century’ deal, will raise the US debt ceiling by $1 trillion and reduce federal deficits by $787 billion over 10 years.

**Appreciation**

A club, as far as I can see, is not a life of leisure or relaxation. A club is a place where one pursues an activity or hobbies with a group of people who share the same interests. A club is a place where one meets new people and makes new friends. A club is a place where one learns new skills and improves existing ones. A club is a place where one socializes and interacts with others.
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